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Marley’s Workshop

FATIGUE COMPLIANCE
Marley’s Transport is currently in the process of a strong focus on driver fatigue management compliance ensuring that drivers understand fatigue requirements, and to
properly distinguish and record driving time, non-driving time, rest, and non-work
time.
Marley’s has already started re-training drivers. The purpose and aim of this training is
to rise the awareness of drivers fatigue management requirements, and to emphasize
the importance of accurate recording of timelines and other relevant information.

Thought of
the Month

If you are in doubt or have any questions about your driver fatigue management and/or
how to record your timecards, please do not hesitate to contact your supervisor or
scheduler who will together with our new compliance officer provide adequate counselling and advice on that matter.
Marley’s is using this opportunity to thank all drivers whose timecards are recorded as
per fatigue requirements, and to remind other drivers of following:



Submit your timecards after every shift,



Sign daily check,



Accurately record your timelines and other required information

Thank you all for you efforts and understanding.

Got something you would like to add to Marley’s Mail… please
contact Ivana on ivana@ marleys.com.au or 9410 4611
and we can add it in for you.

We pride ourselves on providing a reliable and efficient transport service to our customers.

THANK YOU from
Mailrock Farm, Brookton
Compliments to your team of
drivers for their prompt,
courteous, and professional
service.
We will do it all again in
March 2016.
Thanks, Anna

Due to complaints and feedback we received
from CBH and in order to minimise incidents,
all drivers are to ensure that they come to a
COMPLETE STOP and check for other vehicles when exiting all CBH sites that do not
have a slip lane. There have been some near
miss incidents when exiting CBH sites which could have
been avoided.
Remember, SAFETY is a paramount.




Drivers who have their trucks in the workshop should be resting in the kitchen and recording this as ‘Rest from work’ time.
This is for both fatigue management and safety reasons.
Drivers must ensure that both trailer and truck brakes are applied before getting out of the vehicle.
Drives must use three points of contact while entering and
leaving the truck cab.
PARKING A MOTORBIKE ON MARLEY’S SITE

Motorbike riders please be
aware that the number of parking bays for private vehicles is
limited.
Please ensure to park your motorbike across parking bay (not
along) and to leave enough
space so that at least 3-4 motorbikes can park in one parking
bay. The best parking bays for
motorbikes is on the north side of the workshop, or either of the two
bays nearest the alley between the storage sheds.

Happy Birthday to May/June
babies!

May

June

GRAHAME THORNE‐7 TREVOR ANDERSON‐12
JOHN LORD‐12

RUSSELL MARLEY‐12

CHRIS MAGEE‐13

CJ ELLIOTT‐16

RICK KELLY‐14
MARCUS HORNER‐19
RENNIE BROWNE‐20
RICKY HOLLAND‐31

GEORGIE MARLEY‐22
ANGUS MASSON‐22
ED CHRISTISON‐26
STEPHEN MARLEY‐30

We pride ourselves on providing a reliable and efficient transport service to our customers.

